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ABSTRACT
The present study aims to evaluate the programme performancefrom 1983 to 1989 and
its initialproposal of having for each area of knowledge at least one scientific journal
with an international pattern of quality. Here are delineated the profile of the financed
journals and being verified quality data indicators such as: circulation, periodicity,
graphic pattern, standardization, type of publisher, editorial body, content structure,
selection of mechanisms and collection of papers indexed and distribution. In this
context we also intended toverify the programme goalssuch as: an upgrade in the level
of quality, form and matter of these journals and an increase of its diclosure in the
country, and abroad by comparing quality indicators when starting the financing and
after five years.

RESUME
Le but de ce travail est d’évaluer un programme d’aide
à la publication (1983-1989)et sa
proposition initiale d’avoir, au Brésil, pour chacun des domaines de connaissance au
moins unjournal scientifique de qualitéinternationale.
Les caractéristiques desjournaux
à l’aide d’indicateurstels que la circulation,
financés et leur qualité sont passées en revue
la pékiiodicité, le graphisme, la standardisation,le type d’éditeur, le com‘té de rédaction,
la structure du contenu, les mecanismes de sélection, les modes d’indexation et de
distribution. Les objectifs du programme ont également été vérifiés en s’attachant
particulièrement à la promotion de la qualité, la forme etle contenu, la circulation à
l’intérieur et à l’extérieur du paysà l’aide d’indicateurs de qualité mesurés au début du
progmmme et après cinq années.

INTRODUCTION
The Sectorial Programof Publications in Science and Technology is carried
out by FINEP - Studies and Projects Financing
Agency, asubordinate of Brazil’s
Federal Secretaryof Science and Technology.
Investment in the development
of national scientifid technical literatureis the
primary philosophy of this program, considering that publication of research
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results is part of the process of communicating
wledge and constitutes an
integml step in Science and Technology devdopm
The policy of support for scientificjournala was establishedwith the
that B m i l would shsrtly have at least one journal with intemational p
a& field of study. 2 An estimate of thhe number of technicaVscientifi
exising in 1982 ira B m i l ia about 1,600.3
The objective of the Sectorial Program of Publications in Science and
Technology is to improve thefom and content of the journals and to broaden the
scope of distribution of seientific and technologieal information in Bmil and
abroad. Its aim is to mise thhe presemt leml of quality and distribution of 50
journals: 26 already kmown abroad and 36 relatively unhown abroad.
Publications are selected for financlng by HNEP based on profile indiators
such as: technicawsdentific and administrative autonomy, quality of editorial
c presentation, periodicity, contentand distribution.
ive of the study was to evaluate the Pro m m based on the profile
indicators and on a comprehensive analysisaimed at chamcterizing standards of
quality of the finance$ journals in relation to international standards, their
performance in the publishing aspects and dissemination of seientific
information, as well as each journal's distribution.

Period of fina~cinlgand representativity ofsubject field were the criteria that
defined the mmple which was composed of 17 journals with at least five yars of
financing, representiing 75% of the subject areas, csvering six y a r s from 1983 to
pendix 1). Classification by area is as follows: CET: Pure Science,
Earth Sciences; E: Engineering; CA: Agricultural Sciences; CB:
Biologicd Sciences; CS: Health Sciences; CH: Human Sciences; CSA: Applied
Sciences; LLA: Einguistia, Mterature, and Fi
terials analyzed in thîs study were foms from
every year by editors applying for financial support fro
editors during the study pearisd were interviewed, as was FIMEPP representative
on thhe Editorial Committee at the time the Program was created. T h e material
analyzed was also com mented by texts of the Sectorial Pr
Publications in Science
Technology and documents related t
information policy.
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RESULTS
Profile of the scientific periodicals

Table 1- General Information- presents the profiles of journals
the
that belong
to the sample, taking into consideration extrinsic data such as: subject field,
periodicity, number of copies printed per edition, number of published papers
issue, initial year of publication, place of publication - journal’s main office-,
publishing institution. Scientificperiodicals are mainly concentratedin the areas
of CET and CB. The number of printed copies per journal edition averages
around 1,800.
Table 1. General information

SOC: ScientificSociety;EI:EducationalInstitution
*Refers to the average
of 1984,1985, AND 1986

.+

The average number of published papers in the journals is ten articles per
a larger number of publishedarticles belong to Biological
issue. The fields with
of the majority of
Sciences, Health Sciences, and Agrarian Sciences. Periodicity
the journals is quarterly. Journals have high standards of graphic quality and
adhere reasonably well to technical norms of scientific publications such as:
experience, summary, abstracts and other references. Some journals provide
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titles and abstmcts in Englishand hdf of hem indicate in the s u m a r y the types
of articles contained in the joumals. Most of the analyzedjoumals are edited by
Scientifie Sscieties. They are headquaaered in the southmtem re
the shtes of Sas Paulo andRio de Janeiro, and were formed in the seventies.

Practially d l the joumals have an editsr, genedly assisted by tw0 assciate
editsrs. The editsrs are not remunerated and they divide their time betweenthe
journal and a d e m i c functions. In most of the joumds the editoris helped $y the
associate editsrs with the tash of pre-sdeeti
e artides, choosing refereeees and
les to publish. The ed
board is fomed by qualified
on a permanent b a i s or in renewable tems, fulfilling
funetions th& overlap other lwels of the editorial structure. They analyze
manuscrilpts, select referees,discuss editokal policy or simply lend prestige to the
journal. These funetions are aggregated in some joumals and they are exclusive
in othem.
The figurehead functionappears exclusively in three periodicals. The referee
function appeam in three others. For the rernainingjsumals the editorial couneil
assumes the various hncti0ns describecl. The editor and associate editors are
familiar with practically the entire
scientifie eommunity in their respective
areas
and it is through this howledge that the referees are selected. The number of
referees whs judge the articles varies from one ts three, depending on each
editor's needs.
Nine joumals (56%) publish their articles base$ on the formal opinion of two
referees. Four (25%>,publiah basecl 0n three opinions, and three joumals (1 8%)
publish b a e d on only one formal pini ion.^

Most of the journals are intended for the community of specialists with a
graduate degree or higher. Some jsumals ah0 try ts reach the undergraduate
articles eoncerning research results; 5% to theaes su
cations, and 8% to reviews.
Al1 the periodicals analyzedadopt the evaluation by peers systemfor at least
80% of thejournal, since theother 26% is dedieated to reviews and
communications that do not necessadly go through the referees. Severnjoumals
(44%)adopt the quality control by peers system for al1 the articles. For the other
periodicals the control of the review articles, communications, and thesis
summaries arc done accordingt0 the criteria ofeach editor. An attempt was made
roup data related t0 the academic background and degrees as well as the
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institutional origin of the consultants, with the objective of verifying the
qualification levelof the people involved
with quality control of the journals.
Results of the analysis of this data should be interpreted as indicators of a
tendency of the referees' academic qualifications,since only four gavesufficient
to the last year of the studiedtime
information for the intended analysis, relative
span.
Academic background (Table 2) includes degrees at the undergraduate,
master's or doctorate level or equivalent. 61% of the personnel involved with
evaluation of the articles in the CET area havea doctorate.
Table 2. Academic qualification of the specialists involved with evaluation

NI: not Indicated.Data from 1988.

High percentages ofpersonnel with master's degrees(21,36 and 20%) can be
explained by the journal's policy that addressesthe undergraduate level. In this
case undergraduate authors' papers probably wouldbe judged by referees with
master's degrees.
the degrees to the personnel related
Table 3 covers the institutions that granted
to thefour journals listed in Table 2 Who are involved with evaluation. Table 4
analyzes the institutional origin of personnel involved
with evaluation Who hold a
Ph.D. The data show that 39%, or the majority, of the referee's titles were
earned abroadand that 24% were earned at USP- Sao Paulo University. 37% of
the titlesare distributed among other schools, the majority of which
are located in
the southeastern region of the country. It was observedin the respondents' data
as "others" are also locatedin the southeastern region
of the
that schools tabulated
country. The concentration of titles earned in the southeastern region of the
country coincideswith the regional origin of journals.
the
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Table 3. Origin of personnel involved with
evalmtion
T
6

T
A
L

42
155
74
29 3
(100)

33

s.9

Table 4 demonstmtes the tendency of utilkin evalwtors who belong to the
mme institution that publishes the journal and hou5es its headpartew, which
chamctebes an endogenous systern.

Table 4. Institutional sri& of Referees with PhD degree"

CET

07

CET

68
16
65

CA
CA
Data h m 1988.

institution
8 (66%)
13(56%)
23(25%)
6(13%)

3 (26%)
13 (50%)
64 (76%)
42 (87%)

1 (8%)
4 (5%)

12
26
91
48

Consideringthat the editomal pslicy is a group of measures that set the general
elireetions for the journal and constitute m indicaior of qualitgr, the manner in
which the journals make these indicators e licit was malyzed.
%twas found that in general the editorial poliey is not presented elearfy in the
ned about the importance of their publication,more thm half of
the editorial policy
of their journal is obvious to the xieneifie
community, makingits clarification unnecessary.
Journals that mentionsome indiators do not necesmrily publish others. Only
one ofthern d a r l y explains itsditorial poliey along withits referenee system.
In the majority of these Journals the review articles are generally requested
from authors of notable knowledge, with the objective of lending prestige to the
periodicals a d to stimuhte the qualityof articles writtenfor the journals, or even
to reach the minimum numberof articles requiredts fil1the journal.
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Dissemination policy
The distributionof the periodicalsin the intemational scientific community
is a
basic factor in the establishment of editorial policy. The main objective of the
scientificjournals is to be the Channel of distributionfor the nation's researchers.
This distribution shouldreach national and intemational scope. Editorial practices
related to the integral elements of a journal's dissemination policy have been
demonstrated. They are: the publication's language, indexing, and distribution.
Language and indexing

The periodicals accept articles in Portuguese because this is the official
language of the country, but they would rather have and motivate
the authors to
publish in English because it makes the journal's indexing and circulation abroad
easier. Journals in the humanities are an exception. They are published in
Portuguese and invest in well-elaborated abstracts to the
solve
language problem
regarding international circulation.
Despite the fact that on one hand English facilitates international
circulation,
on the other hand it acts as an obstacle to interna1 circulation, becausethere is a
large group in the community Who are not sufficiently fluent in the language to
submit articles in English. Language, therefore, constitutes
a delicate problem to
be faced by the editors.
The editors believe that being listed
in international indexesis one ofthe most
significant elementsfor a journal's visibility abroad, and they consider
it a factor
of the journal's quality. The indeiring process
is considered part of the editorial
policy regarding distribution of the periodical in the international community.
Fifteen (88%) of the seventeen periodicals analyzed
are listed in index journals,
national and international reviews of current summaries. Two journals,
representing 1 1 %,are not indexed. 86%, or thirteen periodicals,are listed in the
main index sources of their respective fields of knowledge, al1 foreign. The
a
majority of theperiodicalshave,ontheaverage,fivelistingswith
predominance for indexes ofNorth American origin. Current Contents
is cited by
six editors as the most importantindex, followed by the specific index for the
journal's field of knowledge.
Distribution
The periodicals are distributed throughsubscriptions,donationsand
exchanges. Amongthe journals published by Scientific Societies, about 70% of
each edition is distributed among members either free of charge, or by
subscription. Half of theScientific Societies include a journal subscription with
payment of annual dues. Societies that do not follow this procedure distribute
the
joumals to their members cost free.
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Journals published by educational institutions distribute their issues mainly
through donations and have a very low number of subscribers,. Journals
published by eduational institutions end up with the h
st level of unsaleable
copies in comparimn to al1 other joumals. These levells
and 2496) when compared to the average (around 14%). Libmy subscriptions
represent an average of about 2% of a journal's total number of copies pmntedper
edition. Subscriptions $y foreign
libmries are even lower. The significmtly Iow
percentages representingjournal subscriptiom by libraries d l e c t s the reality: the
countny's libraries, in general, do not subscribe to national pedodicals. m e n
they are interested in the pekodical, they reepest a donatecl subscription because
of the fack ofresource.

The vast majority of scientificjoumals do not adhere to their own publication
deadlines. When regularity is maintaineel, albeit off schedule, past delays ean
never be recovered. The editin time for articles wa anafyzed with the aim of
verifying the cause o f the journals irregularity. The process talces twelve months
on the average. The time between an article's submissionand acceptance by the
sampled journals averages 5 months and the time between acceptance and
publication is sevenmonths.The
delay occurs
the production process,
involvirmg the journal%infrastructureandgraphiques.
The most frequent
problems faced by the editors regarding productiontime goes back to the matter
of resources. The journals depend on outside financing for sumival. Frequent
ddays in libemting funds, aggmvatedby rising inflation,jeopardize payment of
s a result thcre is a geneml delay in publication and the journal's
pemodicity is csmpromised, which in tum compromises its credibility within the
community. The editoa see refereed dday in evalwtingpapes as a. problem that
also ddays publication.
The joumals with a smaller infrastructure, in g e n e d an administmtivestaff of
one or twvs people, are the same ones that have longer tumaround times in the
second phase of the publishing process. The majority of periodicals have,
besicles a minimal staff, minimal eepipmentto automate the simplest
tada. Only
four joumals have adopted the proeess of cleetronic publishing and even so, not
al1 of them are completely equipped. Three joumals work in a very simple
fashion, generallywith just the d i t o r and some sporadic freelance work.

Scientific journals analyzed in the Sectorial Program of Publications in
Science and Technologyare chamcterizedby being rather Young, averaging 15
yean in existence. Most have a quarterly periodicity and the average number of
copies printed per issue is 1800. They are based primarily in the southeastern

1.

,
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region where more than half of the researchin the country is ~oncentrated.~
The
majority are published byScientific Societies (which are also relatively Young)
that guarantee the technicaVscientific autonomy desired by the Program. An
average of ten articles are published per issue, with 80% of the articles being
originalresearchresultsandtheother
20% beingreviewarticles,
communications, and thesis summaries. Regarding form, the journals have
graphic design, structure, references, and standards appropriate for scientific
periodicals. The publishers are aware of the importance of format
in keeping with
the elements of universal standards.
The scientificjournals that were analyzed exhibitan editorial structure similar
to the more prestigious international journals, which serve as models for the
publishers. The editorial staffs are made up ofhighly qualified researchers and
the editorial council is well diversified and representative, contributing to a
journal's quality. The peer evaluation system is adopted by al1 of the analyzed
journals. They arelisted in the principal indexes oftheir fields of study, which
presupposes the potential for adequate distribution.It can be concludedthat the
journals supported by the Program under these criteria are in accord with
universal standards of quality in respect to form,
structure, and quality control,
fulfilling the profile indicators
in the Program. The journals reflect the dimension
and capacity of production in the scientific community, of which they are a
vehicle.
In relation to editorial practices,
the journals present characteristics which
are
slightly divergent from the expected model. If they al1 boasta diverse editorial
council made up of renown researchers, for many this structure is a mere
formality. The editorial council avoids its basic functions of discussing the
journal's policies and aidingthe editors in decision-making, which are built-in
mechanisms to guarantee high
standards of quality.
The journals have other unique characteristics which
are related to their origin.
The Scientific Societies that publish the journals are strongly connected to the
educational institutions of the editors (al1 of whom are practicing researchers)
through the editors' academic positions at the institutions and through their
prestige for having arranged aheadquarter site for the journal. The Society and
the journal (for those that have headquarters) share the same space in a small
room at the University where the editor gives class. The editors, in turn, divide
their time between the University and the journal. Although the Scientific
Society's structure guarantees the changing of editors resulting from periodic
elections, there is in reality a tendency forthe editor's permanence once he has
been re-elected several times.
The publishem ofscientificjournals face such adverse conditionsthat a new
editor is generally chosen from the same location as the previous editor. This
practice is probably followed to prevent the journal's demise through the
deterioration of the established infrastructure, which, however minimal, is the
only one that exists. It was observed that the journals that do not make use of
permanent headquartersare the ones that have interruptedproduction with each
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new editor. The la& of a structure that guarantees discussions by the editorial
couneil, the permanence of editors on reputation, or the continuation of editors
from the s m e institution, in combination with
the tendmcy to use a concentmted
group ofevalwtors, also from the same institution, al1 add up to chamcterize the
enous system which is genemlly cmticized in the journals published by
ionalinstitutions. This condition desemes the Program's attention
coneeming the decentralkation of this model.
The dissemination of the periodids also desewa a eareful look. On one hand
thhe scientific joumals are the channels of dissemination for national scientifie
production, publishing the work of a great number of Iresearchers who are not
able to publish abroad. On the other Rand, they cannot do withouf raarchew of
international influence, and they must see that the jourmals reach the best
m enter the international circie. In this
researchers abroad 5 0 that our science c
sense it is necesmv to reconcile the means to attend to an intemal as well as an
extemalpublic, represented by different levels of development. Some
periodimls, accoding to chamteristics detemined by certain fieldsof study, aim
to reach a readership at the undergmduate level, further complicating
thhe probkm
of distribution. Besides theproblem of reconciling various levels of qualification
within the readewhip, language csnstitutes am obstacle to international
communication.
Since the officia1 langwge of the country, Portuguese, is not r a d in the
countdes that are ahead in resarch, the editors prefer to publish articles in
English. Articles in Por
t the authors are encouraged to
submit
manuscripts
in
ood for distribution abroad, but
it is not the best solution for interna1 distributionbecause a large section of the
scientific eomunity is not fluent in Enmglish.
It is also tme that the joumals publish few articles written by their own
country%eminent scientists.These authors genemlly publish abroad>where their
peers are Iocated. When they publish intemally, they are usually reviews or
articles with a specific motive, written on request from the journal. In reality,
national periodicds are not their first chsice. Joumals that also target the
undergraduate level have this problem aggravateel if they intend to maintain
c ~ ~ t a ~ t ~ i ~ t h ~ community.
~ n ~ e ~ ~ i o n a l
The inclusion ofehronsgrams in the publication
is an indicator of quality that
permits the joumals to enter the international scientific eommunity.However,
Bmzilian scientificjoumals face a reality thath a not providd the mgans for them
to overcome their difficulties to keep their deadlines. Half of the periodicalls
analyzed take an average of seven months ts publish an article; the other half take
IL4 months.
The joumals depend ongovemmental resourca for suwival, but the kn& are
invariably liberated after delays and losses to inflation. The absence of
infrastructure in tems of staff (ingeneral two or hree people produce a journal)
and the absence of adequate, modern editingequipment csmplete an amateurish
picture; nevertheless,the editors penevere in publishing the journds in the face
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of al1 difficulties. The Brazilian
scientific Society is in its adolescence. At fifteen
years of age it still has not matured. It does not possess asufficient number of
qualified researchers to hold on its own before international science.There are a
few exceptions: a small group has earned distinction in the more traditional
research areasor in new specialties,
but nothing more.
The social stratification of Science produces a culture
of elites. Thisculture is
of prestige givento national periodicalsby the researchers
reflected in the absence
themselves, with repercussions reaching the organizations that
finance research.
data concerning distribution and leftover copies confirm the low prestige of
periodicals that are provided freeof charge to members of the Societies. When
they are not published bya Society, copies remain undistributed
or are donated to
researchers. Data concerning library subscriptions
confinns that the general scene
has not changed much in the lastfew years. Resources existonlyfor
subscriptions to periodicals that address
the undergraduate level in their policies.
Generally speaking, Brazilian researchers do not purchase Brazilian scientific
journals.
This situation could probably be changed just by investing the appropriate
level of resources for national research. Through the volume
articles
of produced
and the subsequent selection of the best
ones, journals would be able to raisethe
level of published science and compete on an equal level with the prestigious
international journals.
This is not tosay that the journals should notbe published. On the contrary.It
is through competition that quality is improved. Despite al1 their difficulties,
journals continue tobe the channels for the dissemination of nationalscientific
production. To many publishers, Brazilianscientificjournals have an important
educational role for the researcher. This role
is performed by editors and referees,
giving constructive criticism to submitted work, raising the articles’ level of
quality and consequently improving the opportunity to contribute to Science.
The Sectorial Program of Publicationsin Science andTechnology is part of
the combined effortto raise the standards of Brazilian
scientificjoumals. In this
firstphaseits
financing represents the survival of theperiodicals.The
govemment is making anadmirable effort to establishstrategies that attempt to
overcome this situationby organizing the Sector of Scientific Publications.The
goals of the Program are set, but reaching them will mean the adequate
investment of human resources and research for the formation of a pool of
qualified specialists.
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